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ABSTRACT:  

 Film adaptations are becoming more popular and past critics and scholars have discussed films based on dramas 

and novels. In discussing such a topic, it takes more than just debating whether the novel or book is better. A 

discussion on what elements have been maintained, removed, or added in such an adaptation has to be made 

along with its success or failure. With this in mind, Mohsin Hamid‟s 2007 novel, The Reluctant Fundamentalist, 

and its cinematic adaptation will be explored with the help of mise -en -scene interpretation of the film. 
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Introduction: 

The entire world loves a story and the art of storytelling is deep-rooted in our life styles. Storytelling is all-

encompassing to the most public to the most private zones. It has transcended into an art form. It is a part of 

every culture with various forms of sharing stories as a means of cultural preservation, instilling moral values, 

entertainment, and education. Some stories are repeatedly told over the years and through the generations. 

Walter Benjamin a noted German Jewish philosopher, cultural critic and essayist premises that “storytelling is 

always the art of repeating stories” (Benjamin 90).The term 'storytelling' is used in a narrow sense to refer 

specifically to oral storytelling on one end and also in a looser sense to refer to techniques used in other media to 

unfold or disclose the narrative of a story. Film features on the other end as being the most sophisticated 

technique of storytelling.  

Good filmmakers are always in search of good story and subject to tell and with its richness and variety of 

subjects literature has always catered to their needs. In this context the literature that has always stood the test of 

time by being adapted into cinematic versions. Indian poet, lyricist and screenwriter Javed Akhtar asserts, “I 

believe – all over the world – cinema is still dependent on literature because it‟s a very young art form.”(Akhtar 

67)  

Undoubtedly, when compared with the approximately five hundred year history of printing-press culture and the 

thousand year histories of manuscript cultures, the hundred year history of film seems remarkably brief. And 

yet, despite the relative newness of technology of the cinema, moving images have quickly become the central 

conveyors of narrative in our culture. In fact, while other art forms have taken centuries to develop, the span of a 
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single lifetime has witnessed the birth and maturity of film. It seems self-evident that such rapid development 

has occurred because of, not in spite of, the contributions of the other art forms. Since its conception Cinema has 

always drawn a lot of inspiration from literature. Film semiotician Christian Metz attributes the growing interest 

in adaptations to the enormity of cinema that “says things that could be conveyed also in the language of words; 

yet it says them differently” (Metz 44). 

To understand a film, then, it is necessary to understand the way literary expression in particular has informed, 

extended, shaped, and limited the film genre. Cinema reveals the influence of the literature in its structures and 

styles, themes and motifs, and philosophical preoccupations. Novels and films have narrative in common as 

Stephen King the noted author argues “Books and movies are like apples and oranges. They both are fruit, but 

taste completely different.”(King 63)  

Film has evolved from a number of technical developments and recreational/leisure pursuits: the projector,  

photography and the sensitivity of photographic emulsions, sound technology, script writing, editing, and 

the phenomenon of the persistence of vision, thus have made cinema a powerful, viable and more telling  mode 

of expression. In fact in film “camera is always the narrator” (Bluestone, 212) through which the audience view 

all the events.   

When one art form, namely novel gets translated into another art form, i.e. cinema; it is the strength of the 

written word that gets translated into the visual mode that allows seeing and hearing palpably true. Virgina 

Woolf also acknowledges that “cinema has within its grasp innumerable symbols for emotions that have so far 

failed to find expression in words” (Woolf 309).  

Thus, in this process of transposition and conversion, there are many curiously raised questions when applied to 

the classical novels and their film adaptations in the world of literature. The most decisive questions are: What is 

the relationship between a literary text and its film adaptation (or a movie based on it)?  Does the film achieve 

what we read on papers through the written media or vice-versa? Is an adaptation considered as an independent, 

original work of art or is it seen merely as an imitation? What do literary texts and cinema have in common and 

where do they differ? How do these similarities and differences affect the adaptation? What has to be added and 

what needs to be cut?  

    Consequently, what becomes important in this process of novel to film adaptation is that certain features of 

novel must be retained, in order to ascertain a „successful‟ adaptation. But what should be retained and what 

should be dropped from the original text remains a dicey and subjective decision. In this light the present paper 

analyses the film adaptation of Mohsin Hamid‟s 2007 novel The Reluctant Fundamentalist.  

 

The Reluctant Fundamentalist Text to Film 

The Reluctant Fundamentalist a 2012 political thriller drama film is based on the 2007 novel, directed by Mira 

Nair is a post-9/11 story about the impact of the Al Qaeda attacks on one Pakistani man Changez and his 

treatment by Americans in reaction to them. The story of both novel and film revolves around a young man 
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Changez Khan who comes from Pakistan; studies at Princeton University; becomes a successful professional 

with a financial firm Underwood Samson; enjoys his reputation in the firm; and takes pride in being the part of 

this newly adopted American culture till the critical day of 9/11. After this event, his life in the host country 

starts changing. He feels out of place and marginalized. He feels humiliated when treated as an outsider and 

viewed with suspicion for being a Muslim. He fights and stands for his identity but finally retreats to his 

country.   

The film got resonating applauds on its release. The film released worldwide in 2012, with an impressive star 

cast of seasoned actors such as Kate Hudson, Liev Schreiber, Riz Ahmed, Keifer Sutherland, Shabana Azami 

and Om Puri who bask in the glory of an international repute.   

The film premiered as the opening film for the 69th Venice International Film Festival and at the 37th Toronto 

International Film Festival. The film also screened at the 31st Munich International Film festival.  

Mira Nair the Director of the film The Reluctant Fundamentalist won several awards for the film like the Peace 

Award at the 2013 German Film Awards, the 1st Century Award at International Film Festival of India 2013, 

Truly Moving Picture award at the 2013 Heartland Film Festival and  won the Favorite World Feature award at 

2012 Mill Valley Film Festival. 

The Reluctant Fundamentalist received positive to average reviews from the critics ranging from all over the 

websites. J.R. Jones of Chicago Reader says "This sure-handed adaptation of Mohsin Hamid's international best 

seller shows Nair at her best". Peter Bradshaw in The Guardian gave it 3/5 stars, commented "Its message might 

be flabby, but Mira Nair's adaptation of Mohsin Hamid's novel is still a bold piece of global 

storytelling".'Rummana Ahmed from Yahoo! Movies gave a score of 4/5 and said "Mira Nair takes on the 

daunting task of adapting Mohsin Hamid‟s The Reluctant Fundamentalist and skilfully transforms a monologue 

into an engaging plot. She weaves an elaborate tale, infusing it with warmth and texture."  

 But adapting The Reluctant Fundamentalist into film was not an easy task. It involved its own challenges. As 

the book is basically a monologue and the ending is more ambiguous. So due to its unconventional narration the 

screen version of the book demanded certain improvisation. To fulfil the cinematic needs a few alteration were 

necessary to make in the screen play. In the text the author doesn‟t give any clue of the American whom 

Changez is speaking to. Throughout the story he remains inactive; neither he speaks nor responds to Changez. 

He remains invisible to the reader even sometimes his presence appears to be questionable. The readers are left 

to certain speculations such as is there really any listener? Is Changez talking to the readers or it appears that 

Changez is introspecting and wandering in the world of memories? Any one of the speculation can be 

interpreted the way reader wants to. The presence of the American is entirely left to the imagination of the 

readers. But in a film a character cannot be made invisible to the audience. The audience believe, understand 

and interpret what they actually see on the screen. The sensibility of the reader and the audience differ as Andre 

Levinson  says, “in the cinema, one extracts the thoughts from the image; in literature the image from the 

thought”(Levinson  96). Unlike the book the identity of the American is not unnamed, unknown and ambiguous 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/69th_Venice_International_Film_Festival
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Toronto_International_Film_Festival
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Toronto_International_Film_Festival
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Toronto_International_Film_Festival
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filmfest_M%C3%BCnchen
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in the film. In the film the American is Bobby Lincoln, a journalist and an undercover CIA who interviews 

Changez in a tea house. Unlike his text version he is not a mute listener. He actively participates in the 

conversation with Changez and plays a pivotal role in film right from the beginning till the climax. In fact his 

presence keeps provides an edge to plot and makes it a taut thriller.   

Another major character that required to be toned little differently was of Erica the love interest of Changez , 

played by Kate Hudson. The text describes her as writer but her screen version presents her a photographer. This 

minute change in her profession in fact is deliberate and turns out to be very crucial when Changez ends his 

relation with her. A Photographic exhibition presenting Pakistan in an unfavourable light offends Changez and 

he decides to end his relation with her.  Further the text describes her deeply melancholic character who 

succumbs to depression, ends up in a clinic and finally disappears and Changez still hopes to hear from her. This 

is a major departure from her text character to screen character.  We also see a few additional characters in the 

film which the author doesn‟t describe. One such character is Sameer played by Imad Shah who is a research 

scholar and a close associate of Changez. He gets killed in an unintentional shot fired by Bobby in self defence. 

Another character of Mustafa Fazil played by Adil Hussain is an extremist and mujahid who wants to take 

advantage of the rising popularity of Changez among the youth. Though these two characters do not share much 

of the screen time but yet they support in the development of the character of the protagonist as we see Changez 

in his eulogy delivered at the funeral of Sameer reflects his tolerance and conveys a message of peace and 

harmony. Similarly his rejection to be an aide to Mustafa Fazil in his anti-American activities shows the strength 

of his character.  

But despite after a few such mandatory changes, the basic ethos of the text doesn‟t get outshone by the glitz of 

the silver screen as success of the screen adaption of a book lies in the shared vision of the author and the 

filmmaker. This seems to be very true in case of The Reluctant Fundamentalist. As author through his book 

wants to present a different picture of Pakistan so does the filmmaker by making a film. The Reluctant 

Fundamentalist as a film is a novel experience for the viewers. As stated above The Reluctant Fundamentalist 

as a book has an unorthodox narrative which makes the task of its cinematic adaptation quite challenging. But 

Mira and her team made the challenging task happening and carved out an excellent cinema out of the book. 

The film has the entire element that makes a cinema worth watching. As cinema is an aural visual medium and it 

has to excel in all departments such as rock solid performances, arresting cinematography, captivating sound, 

sharp editing ,a super smart screenplay , appealing dialogues, a balanced dramatics , a believable story and an 

adept direction.  When all these ingredients are put together in the right mixture then cinema becomes an 

experience that the audience rejoice. To greater extent TRF as a film doesn‟t fall short to the expectations of the 

viewers. The film does justice to the book that has a very contemporary and universal subject of racial 

prejudices and displacement of migrants and also appeals to the audience of a wider sphere. With a closer and in 

depth mise-en-scene interpretation of the cinematic text will truly validate the successful adaptation of the book.  

Mise-en-scene, a French term meaning “place on stage,” refers to all the visual elements of a theatrical 

production within the space provided by the stage itself. Film makers have borrowed the term and have 
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extended the meaning to suggest the control the director has over the visual elements within the film image. 

Four aspects of  mise-en-scene which overlap the physical art of the theatre are setting, costume, lighting  and 

movement of figures. Control of these elements provides the director an opportunity to stage events. Using these 

elements, the film director stages the event for the camera to provide his audience with vivid, sharp memories. 

Directors and film scholars alike recognize mise-en-scene as an essential part of the director‟s creative art. 

Further discussion of the paper will describe the each of the mise-en-scene of the film in detail. 

Setting of the Film  

Setting of the film refers to the location and time in which a the story takes place. The entire film is set broadly 

in locations like Pakistan, USA and Istanbul in the modern times before and after the 9/11 attack that hit 

America. Within these locations there are locales which constitute the drama and lend the film the desired 

authenticity.  

The film begins with an evening at the house supposedly to be Lahore, Pakistan. This is the of the protagonist 

Changez where a live music concert is in the progress. This seven minute long scene with a quwalli in the 

background and frequent intercuts shows the kidnapping of an American outside a cinema hall where a 

Pakistani film is running. The scene ushers the audience to an unstable and highly volatile world where 

colourful vibrant cultural activities like musical concert and dark sinister happenings like kidnapping are in the 

juxtaposition. This edgy beginning of the film opens up a panorama to the audience which is suggestive that 

they are not going to witness a run of mill stuff cinema   merely meant for entertainment and gaiety.   

The scene not only sets up the momentum of the film but also gives a fleeting glance of the moving figures of 

the story such as Changez, his parents, his sister, his uncle etc. but also the character of the city. We also see 

some people breaking into university office of Changez, Sameer his student sending him a picture of intruders 

on his phone. While all this is happening on the screen we also see the credits rolling. By the time credits come 

to an end we see the daylight and  a small girl moving in the narrow lanes of the city with an envelope in her 

hand that she swiftly slides into the slit of the office door of Lahore Press Corp. Finally the identity of the city is 

verified.   

In the continuation to the beginning we get to see the other sides of the city such as a canal and children diving 

into it, a busy market, roof tops of the various houses with children flying kites, domes of mosques, and finally 

again a roof where an American is seen sipping his morning tea and attending to a phone call. The presence of 

an American in an extremely desi locale arouse an  a eerie suspicious feeling and next we see the source of the 

phone call that too from some more Americans from the roof top a  dilapidated  a hotel which appears to be a  

make shift camp for some secret agents keeping an eye on the moment of someone. The next shot we see the 

American moving in the busy narrow street that leads to Pakistan Teahouse where rest of the action takes place. 

Here the tea house not only appears to be a crowded eating joint and a meeting point of people but also a hub of 

sinister acts. Here we see a bearded Changez and the American who is identified as a journalist Bobby Cliton all 

set to interview Changez. The setting also drops a hint to a platform where East meets West though sans trust 

and faith.  
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Through the conversation of the two we dart back into the back story of Changez and the viewers are exposed to 

world of the New York which is sparkling bright with skyscrapers, open gardens, clean roads  and calls for a 

world of dreams and high life. This setting is contrary to the setting of Lahore with its dark, gloomy and sinister 

looks.  This is the place where Changez‟s career takes wings; he finds a girl and gets recognition. This world is 

just opposite to his homeland where unemployment, corruption, pollution and manipulation are the order of the 

day Through these two variant settings the filmmaker has tried to depict two worlds which are poles apart. 

Ironically the second world where Changez finds his dreams coming true starts collapsing with the fall of the 

twin towers. Even the thud of collapsing towers resonates at his homeland too. So the unrest prevails all over 

there is no escape for Changez. He has to suffer the brunt for his religion, for his origin, for his looks even 

though he  claims his love for America but he is treated as an outsider an element unfit for and a threat to this 

land. The theme of displacement comes very handy for the filmmaker by employing these techniques. The final 

blow to an already shattering Changez‟s entity  comes when he visits Istanbul for a worth assessment of a 

publishing house. This shift of setting is a significant shift in the story and more importantly a shift in the 

perspective of Changez about the world he presently lives in, about the world which he has left behind and 

above all about his own true identity. Thus we see three settings of film Pakistan , NY and Istanbul that plays an 

extremely important role not only in the development of the story but also in the changes in the character of the 

protagonist.  

Costumes 

After the setting it is the costumes of the character that defines the mis-en-scene of  the  film. 

Costume simply refers to the clothes that characters wear. Costume in narrative cinema is used to signify 

character, or present particular fashions of the selected era, or to make clear distinctions between characters. 

Ranging from exhibiting socio-economic strata to the traits of personality in a character, there are multiple 

shades of information that costume conveys. 

The costumes of the characters in the film are very apt and contemporary. There is no unnecessary made ups for 

the costumes. The costumes are very much authentic and cultural specific. As the movie opens in Pakistan we 

see the men and women wearing traditional dresses as well as western outfits at the same time. For example in 

the opening shot of the music concert at the house of Changez we see people wearing clothes that suit to the 

occasion. Men are wearing kurta payjama and women salwar kurta or lehnga choli. The specific outfit is very 

common across Pakistan and India in the cultural gatherings of this sort. Even when the story progresses, we see 

people wearing very contemporary dresses which constitute a mixture of western and eastern. Selection of 

dresses also varies from class to class and different strata of life. It also clearly discriminates social classes and 

educational or religious background. For example at the tea house we see many men wearing salwar kurta and 

serving as waiters or vendors. The customers including Changez and Bobby Cliton are sporting  denim, t-shirt 

and little more casual or formal outfits. Here they stand distinct from the working class pronouncing the 

difference of their social status from the rest. Similarly in NY at Samson Underwood the characters wear formal 

attire a very typical to a corporate house. The influence of the western culture is clearly visible on Changez and 

his sister when we see them in their Lahore house wearing denim, t-shirts and skirts. Particularly in a very 
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conservative society like of Pakistan girls wearing t-shirt and skirt may attract disgust and frowns of the 

fundamentalists. In short the costumes of the characters are very contemporary and authentic.  

The moving figures: Actors of the Film 

While analysing mics-en- scene of cinematic text it is very important to do an analysis of  the movement of the 

figures i.e.  appropriateness of the casting of the major characters and their acting skills that justify their roles. 

The film has an assembly of outstanding Indian and International actors. The casting is very much appropriate 

and actors have done full justice to the roles they have played. All major and minor characters are played by 

seasoned actors and lend authenticity to each character. Their acting prowess makes the entire film a treat to 

watch.  The central protagonist Changez Khan is played by Riz  Ahmed  a young British Actor and rapper 

whose selection was a long hunt of one and a half year. He was hardly three movies old when the role of 

Changez was offered to him. He has played this pivotal role with immense intelligence and sensitivity and has 

enlivened up the character of Changez with dexterity and aplomb in the presence of actors like Shabana Azami 

and Om Puri who have Changez‟s parent and are the most experienced and gifted actors of international repute. 

Young Riz has done full justice to the complex character of Changez and has made this character a memorable 

one. 

Another important and the most complicated character in the text is of American whom Changez narrates the 

entire story. In the book the character of the American is almost non-existent and hardly does anything to the 

development of the story. He in fact he is a mere passive nameless listener. But in the film this character has 

been adeptly carved out and stands out as one of the very charming characters. Liev Schreiber a Hollywod actor 

who has been a part of many  popular films like Spotlight,The Manchurian Candidate,Wolvrine,Scream,Salt etc. 

has been a perfect cast as Bobby Lincon an American journalist and an undercover CIA agent. He in fact is a 

much author baked enigmatic version and of the American that appears in the book. With his deep charismatic 

voice he becomes a parallel to Changez in the course of the film.  

Similarly the character of Jim Cross the MD of Underwood Samson played by another Hollywood actor Kiefer 

Sutherland. Jim too is a multi shaded character. He is a complex person. He is not a cipher for everything with 

western world‟s financial system. He represents many positives about western society, particularly the clear 

sighted way in which he sees Changez. He perceives Changez well who with wrong skin colour and wrong last 

name comes to America but still be treated brilliantly because of his mind.  Kiefer Sutherland the 24 series actor 

has successfully pulled the show as elegant, intelligent, sombre, understanding but cold corporate figure. 

Mohsin Hamid the author of the text has created the characters who are not simply wooden puppets but they are 

real flesh and blood people who we see quite often. They bear all human complexities and strive in their life 

time. The character of Erica is no less a complex one. She is a complicated character who is wounded by a 

secret in her past. As with Jim, the duality in Erica is what makes her recognizably real. She represents an 

artistic,  bohemian, inspirational American way of life. But unwittingly falls prey to the trickiest times that haunt 

the country. Kate Hudson an exceptionally talented Hollywood actress has done complete justice to this 

complicated character with quite sensitivity.  
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One of the most significant characters in the story is Nazmi Kemal ,a publisher in Istanbul whose cautionary tale 

about the janissaries compels Changez to change  the direction of his life. This very short but quite significant 

character played by a very gifted Turkish actor Haluk Bilginer who with his stunning performance has made this 

character believable and real.  

Cinematography of the Film 

Another significant element of mis-en-scene is the cinematography. Cinematography explores some of the 

elements at play in the construction of a shot. In fact, as per critics, the "how" is as important as the "what" in 

the cinema. Henceforth, the look of an image, its balance of dark and light, the depth of the space in focus, the 

relation of background and foreground, etc. all affect the reception of the image. Other than the quality of an 

image on the screen, the aspects like framing, scale, movement (of the camera) is a part of cinematography.               

Since the film deals with a contrasting world of Pakistan and USA and the displacement of the central character 

the camera played the most vital role in bringing out the two conflicting cultures. Changez comes from a 

country in crisis believes that America will provide the higher education and lucrative career to which is 

entitled. So in the scenes of America an illusion of power and opportunity is created through magnificent 

camera work by depicting sleek steel and glass high rise with a crisp sunlight and clear blue sky. Just to 

contradict this world the camera captures the interiors of Pakistan with little dark and dusty filters. This is the 

world that Changez has left in order to make big in country of dreams and material success. Similarly the most 

significant turn of events takes place when Changez goes to Turkey. It is the place where his American dream 

falls shattering. He is confused about his American identity and his ethics are challenged by someone from his 

own culture. To capture his mood of melancholy and confusion the late evening sunlight set against the blue 

hues of the sky and golden domes of mosques illuminate Changez‟s dilemma. 

Another important scene of the movie is when Changez is taken to immigration office for the investigation. 

Here a shot shows images of falling twin towers mingling with the extreme closeup shot of Changez‟s face.  

This is the most telling shot to depict the consequence of terror attack and its impact on the life of Changez. 

Similarly at the photography and laser show exhibition put up by Erica mingling images reveal a lot about inner 

turmoil of Changez.  

In addition there are several Ariel shots in the movie to provide audience a panorama of the location. There is an 

ample use of various lights, hues and shades to bring out the temperament and mood of the scene. The shots 

inside the tea house have low key light to provide the ambiance of eeriness and uncertainty. The scenes shot at 

American locations have the use of bright sun light depicting pleasant sights contradicting the darkness of tea 

house. 

Conclusion  

By applying all these technical devices the filmmaker has portrayed before the audience the journey of the 

central character Changez who is darting back and forth in time and place, between Lahore and New York she 

unfolds his who is trying to find home in two global cities each with a different culture world that influences 

him and brings transformation into his being. The filmmaker Mira Nair with help of her team has tried to iron 
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out some ambiguities in the novel. As film is a different medium all together it needs to dramatise the story in a 

series of images of events and characters. The film audience wants to watch and hear the characters and events 

rather than reading the one sided narration.  

Thus adroitly crafted and smartly performed the film version of Mira Nair‟s The Reluctant Fundamentalist does 

a fine justice to Mohsin Hamid‟s text version.  
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